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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, the authors prove Chebyshev-type estimates and asymptotic formulae, 
for the prime elements in general additive arithmetical semigroups. Mean value theorems with re- 
mainder term estimates are proved for a large class of multiplicative functions on additive arithmetical 
semigroups. As applications, the authors derive asymptotic formulae for the mean behavior of prime 
divisor functions and of distinct degrees of prime factors. The paper continues the investigations of
the authors' paper [1]. @ 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (G, 0) be an additive arithmetical semigroup. By definition, G is a commutative semigroup 
with identity element 1, generated by a countable set P of primes and admitt ing an integer valued 
degree mapping 0 : G --4 N U {0} which satisfies 
(i) O(ab) = O(a) + O(b) for all a, b e G, 
(ii) the total number 7(n) of elements a C G of degree O(a) = n is finite for each n > O. 
Obviously, 0(1) = O, O(p) > 0 for all p E P, 7(0) = 1 and G is countable. Putt ing 
~(n) := #{p e P :  O(p) = n}, 
we obtain the identity 
oo  oo  
1 + ~ G(n)t '~ : E (1 -- t~) -~(~), 
n=l  n=l  
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(which should be interpreted within Z[[t]]). In a monograph [2], Knopflnacher, motivated by 
earlier work of Fogels [3] on polynomial rings and algebraic function fields, developed the concept 
of an additive arithmetical semigroup satisfying the following axiom. 
AXIOM A #. There exist constants A > O, q > 1, and v with 0 <_ v < 1 (all depending on G), 
such that 
"f(n) = Aq n + O(qVn), as n ---* oo. 
If G satisfies Axiom A #, then the generating function 
oo 
F(z) := 1 + ~ "/(n)z '~, (izl < q - l ) ,  (1) 
is holomorphic in the disc Izl < q-~ up to a pole of order one in q-1. F can be considered as the 
Zeta-function associated with the semigroup (G, 0), and it has an Euler-product representation 
(cf. [2, Chapter 2]) 
oo 
F(z) = [ [ (1  - z")  -"(") ,  (Izl <q- l ) .  (2) 
or equivalently, (q°) ~(n)=q"+o ~ , (n---~z~), (6) 
is true for any a > 1. But this result is only valid if F ( -q  -1) ¢ 0. In [4], Indlekofer et al. gave (in 
a more general setting) much sharper esults valid also in the case F( -q  -1) -- 0. For instance, if 
F ( -q  -1) = 0, then Axiom A # yields (¢ > 0) 
A(n) -~- ( - I ) "+Q~ (q"(~+~-~)). (7) 
qn 
n=l  
The logarithmic derivative of F is given by 
where the von Mangoldt's coefficients A(n) and the prime element coefficients ~r(n) are related by 
A(n) = ~ dr(d), (4) 
din 
and, because of the MSbius inversion formula, 
n?r(n) = ~ A(d)# (d ) "  (5) 
din 
Chapter 8 of [2] deals with a theorem called the abstract prime number theorem. If the additive 
arithmetical semigroup G satisfies Axiom A #, then 
re(n) q'~ (q '~)  = - -  + o (~ -~ ~) ,  
n ~ ' 
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In both cases, a Chebyshev-type upper estimate 
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,,~(n) ~< qn and nrr(n) << q~ (8) 
holds, respectively. The fundamental question arises: what conditions ensure such alternative 
asymptotic estimates (6), (7), or the Chebyshev estimate (8)? Can these assertions be established 
under rather loose conditions and, hence, hold in principle for a much larger variety of additive 
arithmetical semigroups? 
One aim of the new book [5] of Knopfmacher et al. is to give answers to these questions, and 
the authors proved, for instance, Chebyshev upper estimates, abstract prime number theorems 
and mean-value theorems for multiplicative functions in a large class of arithmetical semigroups. 
The book starts with the now classical results of the first author and moves all the way to 
the latest contributions to the research in the area, many of which are due to the second author. 
Zhang [6] showed assuming 
sup b(m)q  -m - ~1 < ~,  (9) 
n=l  n<_ rn 
that the Chebyshev-type upper estimates (8) hold true. Prom this, he deduced the Mertens-type 
estimate 
f i  A(m)q m = n + O(1). (10) 
m=l  
Concerning the abstract prime number theorem, the following results hold. 
PROPOSITION 1. (See [5, Theorem 5.4.1].) I f  
v(n) = Aqn+O(q"n-Z) ,  
with A > 0, q > 1, and fl > 2, then either 
~(~) 
= 1 + 0 (n-Z+a), q~ 
or  
A(n) 
- -  1 ----''(--1)n+O|n-~+2)., q~ 
REMARK 1. If Axiom A # holds, we get 
A 
F(z )  = - -  + Ha(z ) ,  






r(n) = 7(n) -Aq  ~. 
H(z)  :=A + (1 - qz)Hl(z),  
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gives 
H(z) (11) 
F(z)-- 1 -qz '  
with H(0) = 1 and g(q -1) = A. H and H1 are holomorphic for Izl < q - ' .  In a recent paper [7], 
the first author, assuming that H'(z) is bounded for Izl < q-~, proved that either 
- -1+o(1) ,  q~ 
or at least 
holds. Further, 
A(n) + A(n - 1) _ 2 + o(1), 
qn qn-  1 
Z - -n  + o 
m~n 




- -  1 + o(1)  
q~ 
= 1 - ( -1)  ~ + o(1). q,~ 
qm-n+c+o(1) 
m~_n 
c' o(1) q- -z -  = + + 
m~n 
holds, where c, c' are suitable constants. The methods and results of this paper [7] can be 
applied, for example, to the investigation of different degrees of prime factors (see [7, Theorems 6
and 7]). For this, put wm(a):=~{p E ~ : p I a and O(p) -- m} and define the function p by 
p(a) := #{m C l~ : ~m(a) > 0}. In other words, each a • G, a ~ e can be written as a product 
of p(a) elements bm such that bm is the product of all prime factors of a of degree m. In the 
particular case of the semigroup Fq Ix] of the monic polynomials in one indeterminate x over the 
finite field Fq this function p is of relevance in complexity investigations of various polynomial 
factorization algorithms. This ends Remark 1. 
We shall give examples of additive arithmetical semigroups where A(n)q -n  is not bounded 
but the Mertens-type stimate ~-],~_<~ A(m)q -m = n + o(log 2 n) holds true. Furthermore, it will 
be shown that the condition "H'(y) is bounded for lYl < q-l,, (which implies the Chebyshev 
estimate) is sharp in a certain sense (cf. Remark 3). 
Moving to the investigation of the mean-value properties of complex-valued multiplicative 
functions f satisfying If(a)l < 1 for all a in an (additive) arithmetical semigroup G, Knopfmacher 
and Zhang (see [5, Chapter 6]) prove analogues of the results of Delange, Wirsing and Hal£sz. 
Here, as in the classical case, f is called multiplicative if f(1) = 1 and f(ab) = f(a)f(b) whenever 
a, b E G are coprime, and the general aim is to characterize the asymptotic behaviour of the 
summatory function 
M(n, f) := q-'~ E f(a), as n --* c~. (12) 
aEG 
O(a)=n 
The main result is the following. 
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PROPOSITION 2. ANALOGUE OF HAL•SZ THEOREM. (See [5, Theorem 6.3.1].) Suppose ither 
(i) that G is an additive arithmetical semigroup satisfying (8) and 
oo 
]'/(n)q-" - A I < oo, 
n=l  
Or~ 
(ii) that (9) holds. 
Let f be a multiplicative function with If(a)] _< 1 for all a E G. I f  there exists a real number to 
such that 
P 
converges for t = to, then 
(" ) M(n, f )=Aq i t °  l~  (1 -q  -°(p)) 1-~-Eq-kO(p) ( l+ i t ° ) f (pk )  , 
O(p)Sn  k=l  
as n --* oc. On the other hand, if there exists no such t, then 
M(n,  f )  = o(1). 
In the first part of the present paper, it will be shown that the Mertens-type asymptotic 
}-~m<n )'(m)q -m "~ n is an intrinsic property of additive arithmetical semigroups atisfying 
(A > 0) 
H(z) A 
F(z)  = 1 - qz ~ 1 - qz' as z --~ q- l ,  0 < z < q-1. (13) 
Further, it will be proven that the second assertion in the analogue of Hal£sz's theorem (cf. 
Proposition 2) holds true under the assumption 
HEH °° and 7(n)=Aq n+o(qn) ,  asn -~c~.  (14) 
Concerning the first part of Proposition 2, we refer to the thesis [8] of the second named author, 
who showed assuming estimate (8) and the condition 
7(n) = Aq n + 0 as n --~ oo, (15) 
that the convergence of the series 
q-° (p) (1  _ f ( ; ) )  
P 
implies the existence of the mean-value 
M(f) = l i ra  M(n,f). 
?z --* oo 
The methods used here are based on the paper [9], where Daboussi and Indlekofer gave, for 
the first time, an elementary proof of the theorem of Hal£sz. A simplified version of this proof 
appeared in [10]. 
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Along the lines of these proofs, Lucht et al. [11] and Indlekofer et al. [12] proved analogues of 
Hal~sz's theorem for arithmetical semigroups and additive arithmetical semigroups, respectively. 
2. RESULTS 
In what follows, in this section, we assume that the additive arithmetical semigroup G satis- 
fies (13). 
THEOREM i. As N ---* e~, 
and 
E "/(n)q-n = AN + o(N) 
n~N 
~-~q-n=~l - I - logA+o(1) .  
n~l  n~l  
PROOF. The first assertion follows immediately from (13) by the Tauberian theorem of Hardy- 
Littlewood (see [13, Theorem 95]). Next, we put z = q-~y in 
F(z) - 1 - qz - exp z*' , 
n: l  
and obtain 
which implies 
~ _ )  1 ÷ logH (q_ly) , l ogF  (q-ly) = q--~yn = log 1 -- y 
1) q-n_ ~° = logH (q-ly) 
Since logH(q-ly) --~ logA as y --~ 1 -  and 
~(~)q_n 1> 1 
n n 
we get, again by the Tauberian theorem of Hardy-Littlewood (see [13, Theorem 91]), the second 
assertion of Theorem 1. 
Using relations (4) and (5), respectively, gives the result. 
COROLLARY 1. As N --. ~ ,  
N N 
1 + cl + o(1), E ~(n)q-o = E n 
n=l  n : l  
with some real constant Cl. 
Now, for lYl < 1, by definition 
n=l  
and the infinite series is absolutely convergent for lyl -< 1. Thus, 
) 0 = lim 5-" ~(n) log(1 - q-"y~)  - q -~y~ 
y--+ 1-- ~ 
= ~-~. (Tc(n) log(l --q-n) -- ~(~nn )q-n ) . 
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N Observing E.=~(1/n) = logN + 7 + o(1) (7: Euler's constant) as N -~ ~,  we conclude, by 
Theorem 1, 
N 
- E zr(n) log(1 - q-n) = log g + 7 + log A + o(1), 
n=l  
which proves the statement. 
COROLLARY 2. As N ~ c~, 
H (1 - q- .) -~(n) = Ae~N + o(N), 
n~_N 
where 7 is Euler's constant. 
REMARK 2. Note that Corollary 2 implies, for any additive arithmetical semigroup G satisfy- 
ing (13), 
[ I  (1 - q -~)-~(n)  
n<N ,...a e ~, (N ~ oc), 
E ,~(n)q-" 
n<N 
which is totally analogous to the corresponding result 
E (1 - -  l /p )  -1  
p pr ime 
~n -1  
e 7, (x --~ ~) ,  
in the semigroup N of natural numbers. 
By partial summation we deduce from Theorem 1 the following. 
COROLLARY 3. MERTENS-TYPE ESTIMATE. As N --~ (~, 
E A(n)q-'~ = N + o(N). 
n<N 
EXAMPLE 1. Let the function w : N --* N0 satisfy 
-: w(n) (16) <0o,  
n 
n=l  
and let q > 2 be an integer. Define integers a~, 0 ~ an < n by 
qn + w(n)qn _ an rood n, (17) 
and put 
7r(n) = (qn + w(n)qn _ an) I + 1, (18) 
n 
for n = 1, 2 , . . . .  Then, by (16), the corresponding Zeta-function satisfies (13). Since 7r(n) << qn 
equation (4) gives 
and we obtain using (16) 
E A(n)q-~ = N + o(N), 
n<N 
as  Y --+ (x:). 
This shows that Corollary 3 is best possible. 
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We recall definition (12) of M(n, f ) .  To ease notational difficulties, we assume that f(pk) = 0 
for all prime elements p and k _> 2. Then, the main result will be as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a multiplicative function satisfying If(a)[ _< 1 for a11 a e G and f(pk) = 0 
(p prime, k > 2). Further, assume that 7(n) = Aq ~ + o(qn), and put 
Then, the limit 
:= limsup IM(n, f)[. 
~--*oo 
lim 1 N--*c~-N Z [M(n,f)] 
n<_N 
exists and equals a. 
From this we conclude the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let f be a multiplicative function with [f(a)[ ~ 1, for all a E G, and let H E H °°, 
where the function H is defined by (11). Further, assume that 7(n) = Aq ~ + o(q~), as n --* oo 
and 
~q-O(v)  ( l _Re( f (p )q - i to (v ) ) )  (19) 
P 
diverges for all t E R. Then, 
M(n , f )=o(1) ,  as n--÷oo. 
REMARK 3. In the thesis [8] of Wehmeier, a characterization f uniformly summable multiplica- 
tive functions f possessing a mean-value M(f )  ¢ 0 is given if the Chebyshev estimate 
A(n)=O(q  n) 
and the condition ~(n) -- Aq ~ + O(q~/log n) hold. A special case of his Theorem 8.4 reads as 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let f be a multiplicative function satisfying If(a)] < 1, for all a 6 G. Further, 
assume that, as n --* 0% the condition 7(n) = Aq n + O(qn/log n) and the estimate A(n) = O(q ~) 
are valid. Then, if the series 
- S(p)) 
P 
converges, the mean-value M( f )  exists and equals to 
II 1+ E f  k 
p k=l  
In connection with the mentioned results of Zhang (cf. Propositions 1 and 2) we give a second 
example the properties of which are summarized in the fo!lowing. 
THEOREM 4. There exists an additive arithmetical semigroup G satisfying the following proper- 
ties. 
(i) l imsupn~oo(A(n)/q ~ log n) > 0. 
(ii) The Mertens-type estimate 
Z A(n)q-~ = Y + O (log 2 N) 
n<N 
holds as N ~ oo. 
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(iii) As n ~ oc, 
(iv) Ifh(n) is defined by g(z)  = ~n°~=o h(n)z n (cf. (11)), then h(n) >_ 0 and 
Z nh(n) q-n = 0 (log s N)  
n<N 
EXAMPLE 2. We put 
k, if n=2 k (kCN0), 
w(n)= 0, otherwise, 
and define an additive arithmetical semigroup G by (17) and (18). Then, 
E A(n)q-'~ = N + 0 (log 2 N) .  
n<N 
On the other hand, the generating Zeta-function F satisfies 
where 
H(z) = E h(n)zn - exp qnz" ~-I(z), 
n=O n=l  
with h(n) > 0, and/=/(z) is holomorphic for Izl < q-1/2. Then, 
zg'(z) = nh(n)z~ = E w(n)qnzn" Y(z) + exp qnzn [--I'(z). 
n=0 n=l  n=l  
Dividing by 1 - qz yields 
E nh(n)q-n = E w(n)V(~--~ n) +c + o(1), 
n<_N n<N 
with some constant c E R. Thus, 
Enh(n)q -n  << E k<<log 2N, 
n<N 2k<_N 
which implies by partial summation 
E h(n)q-~ = 0 (N -1 log 2 Y) .  
N<_n 
Now, the function HI defined by 
satisfies 
oo 
Hi(z) = E(~(n)  - Aq'~)z '~ 
n=l  
Hi(z) = H(z) - H(q -~) 
1 -- qz  
585 
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By a short calculation, we obtain 
HI(Z) ~-- ~ (E  h(m)q-m) qn--lzn--I , 
n=~ \,~<m / 
which implies 
This proves Theorem 4. 
7(n)q -~=A+O(~)  . 
REMARK 4. The construction of Example 2 can be refined such that the logarithm may be 
replaced by an arbitrary slowly increasing function, and the corresponding property (iv) in The- 
orem 4 should be compared with the condition (h(n) > O) 
H'(z) = ~ nh(n)z ~-1 = O(1), 
as z --~ q-1_ which implies the alternative prime element theorem and the Chebyshev estimate 
(cf. Remark 1). 
3. SOME LEMMAS 
An important role in the proofs is played by the solution of a certain difference-integral equa- 
tion. 
LEMMA 1. (See [14, Lemma 1].) Let T > 0 and y > 1. Then, the integral equation 
fY~ h(v) logt. h(t) - T dv = 1 • It V 
possesses a solution h, which is positive, strictly decreasing, and intlnitely differentiable for t > 1. 
Let N > 1 be fixed, and let u and v denote completely multiplicative functions defined by 
1, 
~(P)= o, 
v(p) = { 0, 
1, 
Further, if f is multiplicative, let fg  be given by 
{1, 
= s 
if O(p) > N, 
if O(p) <_ N, 
if 0(19) > N, 
if O(p) <_ N. 
if O(p) > N, 
if O(p) <_ N. 
Then, the mean behaviour of u, v and fN is stated in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Assume that condition (13) is valid. Then, 
(i) 
l in~ 1 E M(m,u)= A I I  
m<n O(p)<_N 
(ii) 
1 _q-a(p) ) ,  
~-~M(n,v)= H (1 -q -a(P) )  -x 
n=O ¢O(p)<_N 
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(iii) 
(iv) 
If 7(n) = Aq n + o(qn), then the following assertions hold: 
lim M(n,u)= A H (1-q-O(p) ) ,  
n--+oo 
O(p)<N 
( )( ) lirn M(n, fN) = A H 1 + E f (pk) q-kO(p) 1 - q-O(p> . 
O(V)<_N k=l  
PROOF. (i) Obviously, 
o0 7(n)yn 
n=O O(p)<_N = 
(20) 
Since the (finite) product on the right side is absolutely convergent for tYl <-- 1 and M(n,u) >_ O, 
then, by Hardy-Littlewood's Tauberian theorem (see [4, Theorem 95]), Assertion (i) holds. If 
7(n)/q n = A + o(1) (as n ~ c~), (20) shows that (iii) is valid. 
(ii) Here, the generating function equals to 
E M(n 'v )y .= H (I-q-°(p)yO(p)) 
n=O O(p)<N 
Now, letting y -+ 1- gives 
~-~ M(n,v) = H (1-q-°(P)) -1" 
n=0 O(p)<_N 
This ends the proof of (ii). 
(iv) We have 
oo 




: + E :(.'I.-'°('>.0('> II O-.-':'>.0:'0-' 
k=l  O(p)>N 
i + Z / (¢ )  q-~°~.>y°(.> (1-q-°~%°~.> ' ~ ~(,,ly~, 
k=l n=O qn 
and in the same way as in (iii) we obtain Assertion (iv). 
The von Mangoldt function A : G --+ R is defined by 
O(p), if a is a prime power pr ~ 1, 
A(a) = 0, otherwise, 
and (see, for example, [5, p. 85]) 
~(n) = ~ A(a). 
aEG 
O(p)=,~ 
For a multiplicative function g : G --* C, define the generalized von Mangoldt function Ag : G --+ C 
by 
g(a)O(a) = E Ag(b)g(d). 
bd=a 
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One can verify that A 9 (a) = 0 if a ~ p~ and 
Ag(p~) = kO(p) ~ (-i)~-~ ~ 9 (pro,)... 9 (pm~) 
r 
r=l  ml+...+m~=k 
mi>l, i=l,...,r 
Observe that, for a completely multiphcative function g we have [Ag(a)[ < h(a). If g(pk) = 0 for 
all primes p and all k > 2, then 
hg (pk) = (_l)k-lO(p)(g(p))k, 
and therefore, ]Ag(a)[ < A(a), too. With these notations we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Assume that condition (13) holds. Let g be a multiplicative function such that 
[g(a)[ _< 1 and [Ag(a)l < A(a) for all a e G. Then, 
mM(m, gv) = E q-O(p)Ag(p)v(p)M(r n _ O(p),gv) + O(RN(m)), 
O(p)~m 
where RN (m) >_ 0 and 
RN(m) << N. 
rn>N 
PROOF. Directly from the definitions we obtain 
mM(m, gv) = q-m E g(a)v(a)O(a) =q-m E Ag(b)v(b) E v(d)g(d) 
O(a)=m O(p)~_rn O(d)=m--O(b) 
= E q-°(P)Ag( p)v(p)M(m- O(p),gv) 
O(p)<_,~ 
/ 
+ 0 [ E q-r°(P)[Ag(p~)] ]M(m - rO(p),gv)[ 
rO(p)~rn 
\r>_2, O(p)<N 
If we denote the sum in the remainder term by Rg(m), then 
E Rg(m)<< E q-~°(P)O(;) E [M(m-rO(p)'gv)l" 
m> N O(p)<_N rn_>rO(p) 
t>_2 
Since the inner sum does not exceed y'~.n°~__0 M(n, v), from Lemma 2, (ii), and Corollary 2 we 
obtain the assertion of Lemma 3. | 
We define a function/3 : (N, c~) --+ R by 
~(U) : N - lk  (N)  , fo ru> N,  
where k is the solution of the difference-integral equation in Lemma 1 for r = 1. Then, we prove 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Assume that condition (13) holds. Let m >_ N. Then, as N ~ oo, 
N 
m~(m) -- E ~f l (m + k) = 1 + o(1). 
k=l 
' t  
PROOF. Using Corollary 2 and partial summation yields the assertion of Lemma 4. | 
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LEMMA 5. Assume that condition (13) holds. Then, as N ~ oo, 
~ br(1) iv 
-~ E p(n +l) 7(n) = ANJ + o(Y), 
/=1  n=N-l+l an 
where 
2 
J :=  k(u)(2-u)du. 
PROOF. We proceed as in [12]. Putting 
N 
Sl = E ~(n T l) 7(n) 
a n , 
n=N- I+ l  
gives by Lemma 1 and the monotonicity of the function k 
f 
l+ l /g  
St = k(u) du + o(1) =: It + o(1). 
J 1  
Then, by Corollary 2, 
E S, = L --~-It + o(N) =: E +o(g). 
/=1 /=1 
Partial summation yields, again by Corollary 2, 
Interchanging the integrals proves 
f l  
E = N k(t)(2 - t) dr, 
and thus, Lemma 5 holds. II 
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS 2 AND 3 
We put 
Obviously, 
:= lira sup IM(n, f)[. 
n---+oo 
Fs(z) = F~S(z), Fvs(z). 
If hi runs through the finite set of values of O(al) when al denotes an arbitrary squarefree element 
of G which is generated by the primes p such that O(p) g N, we obtain 
M(n,f) = q-n E E f(a)v(a) E f(b)u(a) (21) 
i O(a)=hl D(b)=n--h~ 
and 
IM(m,f)l <_ ~ IM(h,,fv)lM(m - h~,u). 
589 
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Letting n ~ e~ and Lemma 2, (iii), imply 





We split the sum on the right-hand side of (22) into 
oo 
IM(m, fv)] = ~ IM(m,Y)l+ ~ IM(m, yv)]. 
m=O m<N m>N 
The crucial part of the proof is to give a sharp upper estimate of ~m>N JM(m, fv)l. The method 
of proof will first be shown in the case f = 1. We use Lemma 3 with g = 1, multiply by ~(m) 
and sum up. Then, 
E m~(m)M(m,v) = E q-°@)°(p) E j3(m)M(m- O(p),v) + O(Nj3(N)) 
m> N O(p)<_N rn> N 
_ ~ Z~(l) N 
- qt ~ j3(m + klM(m, v) 
/=1 rn=N- - /+ l  
. L  z~(z) - -  ~ m + + ~ - -~ m~>N ( Z)M(m,v) +o(N). 
This gives, by Lemma 5, 
( ~z) ) ~a(t) Nq, 
m>N l= l  /=1 n=N-- l+l  
= ANJ + o(N), 
and Lemma 4 implies 
M(m, v) = ANJ + o(Y). 
m>N 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2, (iii), Corollary 2 and Theorem 1, 
M(m, v) = UN 1 -- E M(m, v) = Ag(e "~ - 1) + o(Y). 
m>N m<N 
Comparing (23) and (24) shows 
/} J = k(u)(2 - u) du = e "/- 1, 
where 7 denotes Euler's constant. Next, we use Lemma 3 in the form 
mlM(m, fv)J < ~ q-°(v)O(p)v(p)JM(m - O(p), fv)] + O(l~(m)). 
,9(p)<_m 
Repeating the arguments applied in the case f = 1, we arrive at 
IM(m, fv)l m~(m)- ~(m+l) <_ 




/9(n + l)JM(n,f)J + o(N). 
n=N--l+l 
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Hence, 
N N 
E ]M(m'fv)i <- ~ ]M(m,f)] 
m>N m=l l=N-m+l  
If/3 > a, we obtain as above 
/3(rn + l) l~(ql t ) + o(N). 
[(m, fv)l ~ /3N J + o( N), 
m>N 
(26) 
as N ~ c~. Using (22) and (26) yield 
a < AUN~-~ IM(1,fv)l < AUg IM(Z,f)l +/3NJ+o(N) . 
l=O 
Hence, by (25) 
liminf Y-1 E [M(l,f)[ > (a - fl)e ~ +/3. 
N --* c~ 
l<_N 
Taking/3 --, a, we obtain the lower estimate, and, by the definitions of a, the proof of Theorem 2
is completed. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume that the condit ions of  Theorem 2 hold. Then,  for any  ~ >_ 1, 
n~N 
PROOF. By Theorem 2, 
For any ~/_> 1 
lim N -1 ~ IM(n,f)l =~. 
N ----:'~ 
n<N 
limsupN-1 E I M(n,f)ln ~ c~W. 
N--~c¢ n<N 
On the other hand, Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality gives 
(27) 
(E ) a--  N -1 ~ IM(n,f)l <_ N -1 IM(n,f)l v 
n<_N \,~<_N 
(28) 
Combining (27) and (28) ends the proof  of Corol lary 4. | 
The  proof  of Theorem 3 is almost identical to [12, Theorem 2]. Therefore,  the details are left 
to the reader. 
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